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I am pleased to introduce Basatin Landscaping LLC. We are Abu 

Dhabi’s exclusive landscaping services and water management 

solutions provider.   

From its inception, Basatin believes that our values are based 

on our ability to build long-term relationships with our clientele.

These relationships begin with identifying and understanding 

our clients’ needs and using that understanding to formulate and 

execute sustainable solutions that will enhance their landscaping 

and gardens. This approach relies on knowledge not only of 

landscaping needs but also of the clients themselves, creating a 

strong foundation for a lasting partnership.

RamI TaRazI
Managing Director

Basatin is founded on three commitments: 

EnvIRonmEnT 

Guided by Abu Dhabi’s Vision 2030, we are committed to providing sustainable solutions that enhance the environment and protect it 

from any potential adverse effects related to our work. 

We take a proactive approach to all our projects, with specific emphasis on improving the management and conservation of water, a 

precious resource in this region.   

 

WoRkfoRCE

We consider our site technicians and staff as our most valuable assets. Therefore, we coach and mentor each member of Basatin’s 

family to ensure that they truly represent Basatin’s values. We  have a highly effective training and mentoring program for our staff 

that allows us to identify areas where they can improve, and provides us with the opportunity to reward the achievements of each 

team member.  

CommunITy 

We understand that our daily activities are intertwined with the livelihood of the residents of the communities that we serve. Our 

site technicians and staff understand, respect, and comply with all local traditions so that our work will have the fewest possible 

impacts on the daily life of the residents.  

We at Basatin, are meticulous in researching and selecting alternative horticultural methods, non-toxic pesticides, and organic 

fertilizers when required to respect the integrity of the communities that we serve. 

message of the managing Director Commitment
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Whether it is a seasonal rotation of color, 

a retrofitting of an irrigation system, or a 

comprehensive landscape redesign, our 

environmental friendly and cost-effective 

solutions will guarantee that your landscape 

reaches its full potential.

With our personalized service, we cover the 

entire value chain in the landscaping business. 

Whether it is our in-house landscape designers 

or our team on site, we have the ability and 

the resources to design and execute any 

enhancement you desire.

value Proposition
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Sowwah Square, al maryah Island
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Responsible WateR ManageMent  

anD sMaRt iRRigation

Water is a vital resource and should be used 

appropriately. Responsible water use starts with 

sustainable design and ends with meticulously 

maintained, smart irrigation systems.

sustainable behavioR

Basatin’s Corporate Social Responsibility approach 

starts at the recruitment stage and extends to 

our onsite management. Each team member is 

mandated to embrace sustainable behavior and 

participates regularly in workshops and training 

sessions designed to enhance sustainable behavior 

awareness. 

Furthermore, whenever possible, Basatin uses 

electrical equipment with lower noise levels in 

sensitive areas so as to reduce inconvenience and 

nuisance to the surrounding communities.

sustainability“...immediate positive results...” Director of engineering at st. Regis, saadiyat island
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“...excellent maintenance is being undertaken at sowwah square” general Manager of serco

lanDscape Maintenance 

anD ManageMent

• Commercial Maintenance

• Private Maintenance

• Irrigation and Water Management

• Hardscape Maintenance

lanDscape enhanceMent

• Landscape Design

• Horticulture

• Irrigation System Design

services
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Know-how

Basatin’s know-how begins with an aesthetic that 

is designed to suit local environmental conditions 

with water wise plants. It is balanced with a smart 

irrigation system and complemented with the 

minimal use of pesticides and energy saving tools.

“...Basatin’s staff are trained not only for their jobs and skills but also for their attitude towards very high profile guests”
general Manager of serco
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• Emirates Land Group

• TDIC

• SERCO

• Morganti

• St. Regis, Saadiyat Island

• Anantara Eastern Mangrooves

• JBI

• Gulf Related

• Khansaheb

• Private Residences and Palaces

Key corporate clientsprivate Residence, abu Dhabi
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basatin lanDscaping

Yas Marina, Yas Island

PO Box 111020

Abu Dhabi, UAE

telephone

+971 (0)2 565 0942

Fax

+971 (0)2 565 1475

info@basatinlandscaping.com

www.basatinlandscaping.com

contact Details “...First class service within sowwah square” general Manager of serco
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Basatin Landscaping, Yas Marina, Yas Island, PO Box 111020, Abu Dhabi, UAE
www.basatinlandscaping.com




